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QUESTION 1

A Sales Rep at Universal Containers wants to create a dashboard to see how his sales numbers compare with his
peers. Assuming a Private model, which two permissions would the Sales Rep need to meet this requirement? 

A. Manage Custom Report Types 

B. Customize Application 

C. Manage Dashboards 

D. View All Data 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has implemented a community for its customers using the Customer Community sense type. They
have implemented a custom object to store service requests that has a look up to the account record. The Organization
Wide Default External Access for the service request object is set to Private. Universal Containers wants their
customers to be able to see service requests for their account through the community Customers should not see service
requests for other accounts. What Salesforce feature can the Architect use to implement this? 

A. Use manual sharing to share the service requests manually when a new community user is added. 

B. Use a Sharing Set to share service requests related to the account based on the community user\\'s profile. 

C. Use a Sharing Rule to share service requests to the community user based on their role. 

D. Use Apex Managed Sharing to share service requests related to the account to the appropriate community users. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two license types can be assigned the permissions to create and edit reports? 

Choose two answers: 

A. Customer Community Plus 

B. Customer Community 

C. Customer Community Plus Login 

D. Partner Community Plus Login 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

Ursa Major Solar has the following requirements: 

-

 It maintains Product information in a Custom Object that contains highly-sensitive, proprietary information regarding
patents. 

-

 The user who owns the record and all users in the Development profile are the only users who should be able to view
and edit Product records. 

Which three platform sharing tools are required to support the above requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. "Modify All" permission for Product Object on the Development Profile 

B. "View All Data" profile permission on the Development Profile 

C. Criteria-Based sharing rule for the Development Profile on the Product Object 

D. Organization-Wide Default sharing setting of Private on the Product Object 

E. Grant Access Using Hierarchy sharing setting on the Product Object set to false 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) has implemented Customer Community with customer community plus licenses 

for their distributors. Some distributors requested granting specific community users (agents) to view cases 

submitted by other agents of the same distributor. 

Which feature only supports these requirements? 

A. Permission set to grant community admin permission 

B. Delegate external user 

C. Partner super user 

D. Partner community admin. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Container is a global Telco that has recently implemented enterprise territory management to better align their
sales teams and sales processes. They are in Q4 of the FY and they have completely revamped their territory structure
and created a plan for a new structure that would support the new FY. Their current territory model has 8k territories.
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Their new model would be a new set of 8,5K territories, and their org limit is 10k. What enterprise territory management
feature can US take advantage of in order to help them stay within their org limits? 

A. Territory type priority 

B. Territory Type 

C. Territory Model State 

D. Territory Hierarchy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal containers has a global 24x7 salesforce.com implementation that supports sales, services, order
management, and various other parts of their business. They have a nested territory hierarchy, 10,000 sales users
cover and 20,000 support agents. Territory changes happen daily. The demand for new applications and changes to the
platform is high and they follow and agile development methodology and deliver new releases every two weeks on the
platform. What salesforce.com feature would have the system recover from a maintenance restart on Salesforce
servers? 

A. Enable Deferred Sharing Rule recalculation 

B. Enable Granular Locking on the system. 

C. Enable Filter-Based Opportunity Territory Assignment. 

D. Enable Parallel Sharing Rule recalculation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

DreamHouse Realty has the following requirements: 

-

 A Visualforce controller that needs to be written with "Without Sharing" at the top level. 

-

 Specific methods within the page need to enforce the user permissions for creating records and accessing certain
fields. 

An Architect needs to ensure this requirement is enforced. 

Which two methods will be used to achieve this goal? (Choose two.) 

A. UserInfo.getProfileID 

B. Schema.DescribeSObjectResult 
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C. Schema.DescribeFieldResult 

D. Schema.getGlobalDescribe 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers has developed Apex code to manually create AccountShare records to grant specific users access
to individual Accounts. What must the Architect do to ensure the AccountShare records are not deleted when the owner
of the Account is changed? 

A. Create the share records and set the RowCause to a custom Apex Sharing Reason 

B. Create the share records in a class with the "Without Sharing" keyword 

C. Create the share records with the Delete on Owner Change field set to false 

D. Create the share records and set the RowCause to Manual 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Cloud Kicks, a global corporation, has the following environment: 

-50,000 users 

- 24x7 call center operated by 25,000 users, including both employees and contractors 

-A sales organization that has 15,000 users 

The sales organization began processing about 120,000 updates to opportunity custom fields called priority and
NextStep. They also started processing 20,000 updates to a highly nested territory hierarchy. 

There was a third mass update on a Next Step field on the Action Plan custom object that has Case as a lookup field.
Users started seeing a Group membership lock error in the system. 

What is a probable cause for this error? 

A. Due to system-initiated sharing rule recalculation, there is Lock contention 

B. Due to Territory object updates, there is Lock contention on Territory object 

C. Due to Action Plan custom object updates, there is Lock contention on Case records 

D. Due to Opportunity object updates, there is Lock contention on Account records 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11
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Which two options can help mitigate the risks of import failures associated with large-volume bulk data loads? 

Choose 2 answers. 

A. Minimize user group hierarchy. 

B. Defer Sharing Calculation. 

C. Increase batch size. 

D. Group records by ParentID within a batch. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers keeps product brochures in Salesforce as files. Sarah shares a public link to a product during a
meeting. She wants to ensure they do not have access to the file after the meeting. How should Sarah accomplish this? 

A. Move the file to another folder 

B. Rename the file. 

C. Delete the file. 

D. Delete the public link. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

DreamHouse Realty partners with the healthcare sector to adapt housing for clients with specific health conditions.
DreamHouse Realty wants to store client notes. These client notes are text data that may be long and often contain
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and Personal Health Information (PHI). 

This data must be encrypted at rest as well as in transit in order to comply with the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPA). 

Which action should the Architect perform to fulfill this requirement? 

A. Create a new Custom Field of type "Text (Encrypted)" and move the client notes data into the new field 

B. No action is required; all Salesforce data is encrypted at rest as part of Salesforce\\'s standard trust measures 

C. Use an Apex trigger and the Apex Crypto class to encrypt client notes as soon as they are saved to Salesforce 

D. Enable Salesforce Shield Platform Data Encryption and mark the client notes field as encrypted 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14
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Universal Containers has enabled External Default Sharing and wants to allow for external users to have 

the External Sharing Default set to Public Read-Only for a custom object. 

Which two options are valid Internal Default sharing settings for the custom object? 

A. Controlled by Parent 

B. Public Read/Write 

C. Private 

D. Public Read Only 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 15

Universal containers (UC) implemented a private organization-wide default for the Container and Case 

objects. 

How can UC give support representatives access to Container and Case records owned by Customer 

Community users? 

A. Create an ownership-based sharing rule that gives access to the head of support role and internal subordinates 

B. Create a criteria-based sharing rule that gives access to the head of support role and internal subordinates 

C. Support representatives nil automatically get access to these records via the role hierarchy 

D. Create a Share Group based on the sharing set created for the Customer Community User Profile. 

Correct Answer: D 
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